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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TWO EYE IMAGING FOR IRIS IDENTIFICATION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an apparatus (or device) and method for imaging two

eyes of a subject, and particularly to an apparatus and method for imaging the two eyes of a

subject in which head tilt of the subject is substantially removed from left and right iris

images utilizing either a single image of both eyes of the subject, or two images each of a

different eye of the subject captured at or substantially the same time. Although preferably

head tilt angle (or iris rotation) is determined and used to remove head tilt in iris images of

two eyes of a subject, an apparatus and method is also described for determining head tilt

angle using an image of a single eye, which may then be used to remove head tilt (or iris

rotation) in an iris image segmented from such image. The invention further describes the

use of iris images with substantially zero head tilt for enrolling or identifying a subject, or

verifying a subject's identity. Interpupillary distance (IPD) or IPD-to-iris ratio may be

determined and used to provide additional information for enrolling or identifying the person

in an iris identification system.

Background of the Invention

Existing iris recognition systems are based upon the use of images from a single eye

in which a presented iris image is compared to a database of iris images of enrolled people.

See for example, U.S. Patent Nos. 4,641,349, 5,291,560, 5,572,596, and 5,751,836.

However, each person at the time of iris image capture for identification typically may have

his or her head tilted at a different angle than at the time of acquisition of the reference iris

image used for enrollment, resulting in the presented iris image for identification being

rotated at some unknown angle relative to the reference iris image. The head tilt problem

results in extra processing to account for such unknown relative rotation, especially for large

databases of enrolled people. It would be desirable to substantially remove head tilt in iris

images by using information provided from both eyes at the time of enrollment and at a time

when iris images are captured for identification to avoid such extra processing, and thereby

result in faster identification. In addition to improving processing time, head tilt information

provided from two eyes can improve spoof detection of a fake iris and improve the speed and

accuracy of eyelid segmentation.



Although a two eye pickup unit is described in U.S. Patent No. 6,247,813, the unit

processes each eye separately, and does not account for iris rotation due to head tilt. Further

U.S. Patent No. 7,248,720 uses information in addition to iris images for identification, but is

limited to the extraction of information from the iris and retina of a single eye. U.S. Patent

No. 6,652,099 describes an apparatus for capturing both irises of a person in images and

using both imaged irises in an iris recognition system, where the distance between the iris

images of the both eyes is reduced to eliminate the space between the eyes, making more

effective use of the available CCD area. U.S. Patent No. 6,652,099 describes in its

background that iris rotation cannot be determined from a single eye, and that the degree of

iris rotation is obtainable to reduce comparative search times in iris recognition, but does not

describe a method for readily enabling the determination of the degree of iris rotation or

substantially removing the iris rotation problem when people's iris images are enrolled in an

iris recognition system. Furthermore, U.S. Patent No. 6,652,099 neither accounts for head tilt

and thus iris rotation, nor any calculated interpupillary distance in the imaged eyes as a

parameter in an iris identification system when comparing iris information stored in a

database.

Prior art has accounted for iris rotation by relative rotation of iris images by

translation of normalized polar templates of an iris image. Thus, comparative searching is

performed over relative rotations between each template of iris reference images and the

template of a presented iris image in a range of expected relative rotation. As stated earlier,

this is a time consuming computational process, especially for large databases of templates of

iris reference images. For example, each of the reference templates may need up to seven

relative rotations with the presented template. Further, such methods for accounting for iris

rotation have been applied to images of a single eye. See, for example, U.S. Patent Nos.

7,298,874, 7,302,087, and 5,291,560.

International standards for exchange of iris image information have been established.

These standards specify data formats for storage and exchange of iris data that includes

information about rotation angle, see "Information technology - Biometric data interchange

formats - Part 6: Iris image data", ISO/EEC 19794-6, International Organization for

Standardization, Geneva, Switzerland, 2005. However, such standard, like U.S. Patent No.

6,652,099, does not relate to the removal of head tilt which caused the iris rotation angle in

the first place at iris image capture at enrollment and for comparative searching.



Summary of the Invention

Accordingly, it is a feature of the present invention to provide an apparatus for

imaging two eyes of a subject, such as a person, for use in one of enrolling, identifying, or

verifying the subject in an iris identification (or recognition) system utilizing iris images in

which the head tilt which causes iris rotation is substantially removed in such iris images.

It is another feature of the present invention to provide an apparatus for imaging two

eyes of a person using either one sensor array to capture a single image of both eyes of a

subject, or two sensor arrays each capturing an image of a different eye of the subject at or

approximately at the same time, in which head tilt is determined using a virtual line extending

through locations of predefined features determined in different eyes in the image(s) and a

horizontal axis representing zero head tilt with respect to the one or two sensor arrays.

It is another feature of the present invention to provide an apparatus for imaging the

iris of two eyes of a subject and processing iris images of the eyes to determine IPD or IPD-

to-iris ratio to reduce comparative search times in an iris identification system.

A further feature of the present invention is to provide an apparatus for imaging one

or two eyes of a subject which facilitates the detection of false iris images.

A still further feature of the present invention is to provide an apparatus for imaging

two eyes of a subject in which the positions of the upper eyelids located in each eye image(s)

are determined and whether such positions are substantially the same or not indicates whether

such determination of eyelid position is sufficiently accurate to allow proper segmentation of

iris images there from.

A yet another feature of the present invention is to provide an apparatus for

determining head tilt angle using an image of a single eye of a subject, which may then be

used for enrolling, identifying, or verifying a subject in an iris identification (or recognition)

system.

Briefly described, an apparatus embodying the present invention has a plurality of

illumination sources for illuminating both eyes of a person, one or two sensor arrays which

capture a single image or two images, respectively, representing the different eyes of a

subject captured at or approximately at the same time, and at least one processor, in which

when a single image is captured having both eyes of a subject, a dimension extends in the

single image associated with zero head tilt, and when two images are captured each having a

different eye of the subject, each of the sensor arrays is calibrated with respect to a common

imaging plane to enable locations in images of different eyes of a subject captured by the



sensor arrays to be related to coordinates along the common plane, and a dimension along the

common plane is associated with zero head tilt. The processor determines a location of a

predefined feature associated with each of the different eyes of the subject present in the

captured single image or two images, in which when two images are captured the location of

the predefined feature is determined in each of the images in coordinates along the common

plane. The processor then determines an angle between a virtual line extending between the

two eyes of the subject, in which the virtual line extends through the location of the

predefined feature of each of the different eyes of the subject in the single image or two

images, and the dimension associated with zero head tilt along the single image or the

common plane, respectively. The processor segments the left and right iris images from the

captured single image or two images of the different eyes of the subject, and then rotates the

left and right iris images in accordance with the angle in a direction which substantially

removes head tilt when present in the iris images, and thereby provide iris images of each of

the eyes with substantially zero head tilt.

Additionally, each of one or more sensor arrays may have an optical system for

imaging onto the sensor array. When two sensor arrays are present in the apparatus, the two

sensor arrays are calibrated, via their respective optical system, along a common plane

representing a target form (at or near where the eyes of a subject would be present to the

sensor arrays) having features imaged by the two sensor arrays to provide two calibration

images in which features on calibration images are calibrated to known coordinates along the

target form to enable locations in images of different eyes of a subject captured by the sensor

arrays to be related to coordinates along such common plane. If a single sensor array is

present in the apparatus, and the optics of the optical system causes optical distortion in

images captured by the sensor array which negatively affects desired accuracy of the tilt

angle determination, it is preferably that the single sensor array is calibrated in the same

manner as the two sensor arrays with respect to a common plane. In this case, the locations

of predefined features, the virtual line determined, and the dimension associated with zero tilt

are all in coordinates of the common plane, rather than the sensor array.

The predefined features may represent the pupil or iris center of each of the eyes, and

thus the virtual line is an interpupillary line between the eyes. The processor may determine

a distance along this interpupillary line, i.e., and thus the interpupillary distance (IPD) of the

subject, between the location of the predefined features associated with each of the different

eyes of the subject in coordinates of the common plane when established for the two sensor



arrays (or single sensor array) representing actual object distances about the plane of the eyes

perpendicular to the optical axis of the optical system of each of the one or more sensor

arrays. IPD-to-iris ratio may also be determined by the processor, by the ratio of the distance

between the location of the predefined features, such as the pupil or iris center, of each of the

different eyes of the subject in the single image or two images in terms of image coordinates

(or along the common plane as described above), and the outer diameter of each of the left

and right irises in the captured single image or two images. As a different IPD-to-iris ratio

may be produced for each of the eyes, a single IPD-to-iris ratio may be determined by

dividing the IPD with the average of the outer iris diameters of the subject's eye. The IPD-

to-iris ratio is useful when an absolute IPD cannot be measured, as in the case of a single

sensor array which is not calibrated along a common plane representing actual spatial

coordinates.

As stated above, the apparatus may have a single two-dimensional sensor array for

capturing a single first image having both the left and right eyes of a subject, or may have

two two-dimensional sensor arrays providing two images each having a different one of the

left and right eyes captured at or approximately at the same time. When two sensor arrays are

present, the time lag between the capture of the left and right second iris images is small

enough (e.g., fraction of a second) such that any motion of the head, eye, and the sensor

arrays and their optical systems relative to each other is minimal, and the accuracy of the

determined virtual line (e.g., interpupillary line) is not compromised.

The apparatus may be provided in a housing having such one or two sensor arrays,

optical system for each sensor array, and the illumination sources. The processor and

memory accessible to the processor providing image processing described herein may be

provided in the housing, or such processor may be external to the housing and coupled for

data communication to receive and then process the two-dimensional array of pixels for each

of the one or two first images. The processor may be part of a computer system, or other

microprocessor-based system, for enabling iris identification, enrollment, and/or verification,

in which the apparatus may be part of such iris identification system. The processor

generates left and right templates representative of the left and right iris images, respectively,

which are either stored for enrollment in a database of identification data having at least

templates of left and right iris images with substantially zero head tilt of a plurality of

subjects when the apparatus is used for enrollment of the subject, or the generated left and

right iris templates are compared to each of the templates of left and right iris images stored



in the database to determine scores representative of the amount of match to identify the

subject, or the generated left and right iris templates are compared to one of the templates of

left and right iris images stored in the database associated with inputted subject information

to determine a score representative of whether the subject is verified or not. Although one

processor is described, multiple processors may be provided and programmed to enable the

described image processing described herein, and such processors may be present in the

housing with the one or two sensor arrays, or the computer system, or both.

The database in addition to right and left templates may store IPD or EPD-to-iris ratio,

if determined, and other personal information related to such templates, such as name,

photograph of the individual, or other types of information typical of iris identification or

recognition systems.

Comparative matching by the computer system in the database may be performed for

the left and right irises separately, as described above, to provide a separate left iris score and

right iris score for each comparison, or such scores may combined. Further, the left and right

templates of the subject may be combined into a composite template in which the database

stores similarly composite templates for comparison. The left and right iris images may be

combined with each other and then a template of the combined image generated in which the

database contains similarly stored templates based on combined left and right iris images for

comparison. By using both right and left iris images known to come from the same person,

the accuracy of recognition is enhanced.

A method for acquiring images of the eyes of a subject is also described having the

steps of: capturing a single image or two images using a one or two sensor arrays,

respectively, representing the different eyes of a subject captured at or approximately at the

same time, in which when a single image is captured having both eyes of a subject a

dimension extends in the single image associated with zero head tilt, and when two images

are captured each having a different eye of the subject each of the sensor arrays are calibrated

along a common plane to enable locations in images of different eyes of a subject captured by

the sensor arrays to be related to coordinates along the common plane, and a dimension along

the common plane is associated with zero head tilt; determining a location of a predefined

feature associated with each of the different eyes of the subject present in the single image or

two images, in which when two images are captured the location of the predefined feature is

determined in each of the images in coordinates along the common plane; determining an

angle between a virtual line extending between the two eyes of the subject, in which the



virtual line extends through the location of the predefined feature of each of the different

eyes of the subject in the single image or two images, and the dimension associated with zero

head tilt along the single image or the common plane, respectively; segmenting left and right

iris images from the single image or two images of the different eyes of the subject; and

rotating the segmented left and right iris image in accordance with the angle to substantially

remove head tilt when present in the left and right iris images.

In the prior art, a common problem in iris identification (or recognition) systems is the

possibility of relative rotation of the iris image between the reference or enrollment image

and the presented image. This is accommodated by matching a subject's iris image against a

multitude of reference iris images that are effectively rotated at various angles to represent

different possible relative rotations between the subject's iris image and each of the reference

iris images. The present invention uses information from both eyes in one or two captured

images to calculate the angle between the virtual line (e.g., interpupillary line between the

pupil centers when such pupils represent the predefined feature) and the sensor array(s)

horizontal axis (e.g., a line extending between the right and left sensor arrays or in a single

sensor array calibrated to represent the horizontal dimension), allowing correction of the

relative rotation between these two lines to produce two canonical images in which the

interpupillary line is parallel to the calibrated horizontal axis of the sensor array(s) along the

common plane or horizontal axis of a single sensor array. Alternatively, an image of a single

eye from a single sensor array may be used to calculate an angle between certain

characteristic features of the eye (e.g., the nasal and temporal canthi) and a dimension

relating to the head tilt. As a result, the number of possible relative rotations that must be

examined is reduced significantly to only one, thereby increasing the match speed by as much

as an order of magnitude. In contrast, U.S. Patent No. 5,291,560, for example, describes the

examination of seven different relative orientations between the reference and presented

images. Performing matching at seven different relative orientations takes seven times longer

than matching at a single relative orientation.

The database having identification data associated with iris images of a plurality of

subjects may further contain the IPD or IPD-to-iris ratio for each subject. To accelerate

comparative searching, the database may be partitioned in accordance with different values or

ranges of IPD or IPD-to-iris ratio, such that the identification data of only the partition having

the value or range associated with a determined IPD or IPD-to-iris ratio value is



comparatively searched. This is particularly useful for applications wherein the database is

large such as > 1 million.

The advantage of using the IPD-to-iris ratio is that this ratio does not change with

image magnification variations of the optical system for imaging onto sensor array(s). Such

magnification variations can be attributed to different distances at which the subject may be

positioned relative to the eye capture device as well as to the typical variability in focal length

of an objective lens that occurs during manufacturing (typically 1 to 2%). One or more of

IPD and IPD-to-iris ratio may be used as additional parameters to iris matching.

By knowing the IPD of an individual, it also becomes more difficult to fake an iris

capture system with a fake iris contact lens, since in addition to having very good

reproductions of another person's irises printed or painted on a pair of contact lenses, the

imposter must also have the same IPD as the subject he is impersonating.

Further, information regarding head tilt may also be used for spoof detection. By

determining the absolute orientation of the interpupillary line and hence the absolute position

and particularly angular orientation of the iris relative to the interpupillary line, the

probability of falsely accepting fake iris contacts as being real drops significantly. Contact

lenses are not affixed to the eye and can therefore rotate. For people who do not have

astigmatism and who wear contacts for corrective vision purposes, this rotation is not an issue

since it does not affect the corrective properties of the contact. However, for the case where a

false iris pattern is printed on a contact lens, rotation of the contact lenses can be detected by

the apparatus, thereby identifying the false iris. Weights can be attached to one side of a

contact lens in order to give the contact lens a preferred axial orientation such as is done for

toric contact lenses that are designed to correct astigmatic vision issues. However, the

weighting of contacts does not precisely fix the orientation of the contacts since rotations of a

few degrees will not affect the vision of the subject wearing said contacts. Rotations of a few

degrees may be detected by the apparatus in this manner to detect a false iris.

When the processor segments the left and right iris images from the captured single

image or two images of the different eyes of the subject, it first determines boundaries of

pupil and iris, and location of the upper and lower eyelids, for each of the different eyes in the

single image or two images, in which the segmented left and right iris images represent the

portion of the single image or one of the two images between the boundaries of the pupil and

iris of the left and right eye, respectively, not occluded by the eyelids, and when the positions

of the upper and lower eyelids with respect to the iris in each of the eyes is not substantially



the same, the one or two sensor arrays capture another of the single image or two images and

at least the segmenting is operative upon such another of the single image or two images. By

determining that the location of eyelids is at or near the same with respect to each of the eyes

of the subject verifies that the correct eyelid configuration has been detected in both eyes.

Biometric information derived from both left and right eye images can be combined at

a number of stages in the identification process. The combination, or fusion, of biometric

information can be accomplished at the sample level, in which the right and left eye images

are combined; at the feature level, in which the extracted iris images (preferably in polar

format) are combined into a single image; at the template level, in which the right and left

biometric templates are combined into a single template; or at the decision (or score) level, in

which matching is performed separately on the right and left templates and the resulting

matching scores are combined to produce a final decision. The combination of scores can be

based on several techniques, which by way of example, may include Bayesian decision

theory or neural networks..

The present invention offers significant improvements in the state of the art for iris

recognition, since it takes advantage of the fact that in nearly all situations images of two

eyes provide twice the information content as that contained in a single eye.

Although preferably head tilt angle (or iris rotation) is determined and used to remove

head tilt in iris images of two eyes of a subject, an apparatus and method is also described for

determining head tilt angle using an image of a single eye, which may then be used to remove

head tilt (or iris rotation) in an iris image segmented from such image. Such method may be

utilized to improve existing iris identification systems which perform comparative searching

over many relative rotations between each template of iris reference images and the template

of a presented iris image in a range of expected relative rotation eliminating the need for

relative rotations to the one relative rotation in accord with the determined head tilt angle.

Alternatively, relative rotation may be eliminated by removing substantially head tilt in this

manner in iris images captured at identification, verification, and enrollment of subjects, thus

comparative search requires no relative rotation since in both templates iris rotation has been

substantially eliminated.

Although in the following the term subject or subjects is referred to a person or

people, respectively, iris identification may be of other subjects, such as animals (e.g., horses

or dogs).



Detailed Description of the Drawings

The foregoing features and advantages of the invention will become more apparent

from a reading of the following description in connection with the accompanying drawings,

in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an iris capture device in accordance with the present

invention to capture both eyes using a single sensor array;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an iris capture device in accordance with another

embodiment using two sensor arrays which separately capture images of the right and left

eyes of a person at, or approximately at, the same time;

FIG. 2A is a block diagram of an iris identification system in accordance with the

present invention having an iris capture device of FIGS. 1 or 2 and a computer system having

a database of identification data for use in comparative iris(s) matching;

FIG. 3 is an illustration of a calibration target or form which shows the calibration

process by which two-dimensional pixel positions of images captured by two sensor arrays of

FIG. 2 are calibrated to a single two-dimensional object plane coordinates at a distance where

the eyes of a person of FIG. 2 are located with respect to the two sensor arrays, and a single

image of both eyes captured by the sensor array of FIG. 1 calibrated to a single two-

dimensional object plane coordinates at a distance where the eyes of a person of FIG. 1 are

located;

FIG. 4 is an example of right and left eye images captured by each of the sensor

arrays of FIG. 2, or a single image of both eyes captured by the sensor of FIG. 1 processed to

determine the pupil centers;

FIG. 5A is a diagram of the process of using the calibration form of FIG. 3 to generate

transformation (or calibration) data to transform pixel position in images captured by the

sensors of FIG. 2 to two-dimensional object plane coordinates;

FIG. 5B is a diagram of the process of using the calibration form of FIG. 3 to generate

transformation (or calibration) data to transform pixel position in images captured by the

sensor of FIG. 1 to two-dimensional object plane coordinates if calibration of such sensor is

performed;

FIG. 6 is a diagram of the process for determining head tilt angle, interpupillary

distance (IPD), and IPD-to-iris ratio using images of right and left eye for the iris capture

device of FIG. 2, in which IPD determination is optional;



FIGS. 7A and 7B is an illustration of a right and left eye images captured by each of

the sensor arrays of the iris capture device of FIG. 2 to show detection of an iris spoof contact

lens;

FIG. 8 is an illustration of a right and left eye images captured by each of the sensor

arrays of the iris capture device of FIG. 2 to show detection of eyelid position;

FIG. 9A is a flow chart showing the iris recognition processes in an iris identification

system using left and right iris images captured by the device of FIG. 2, in which the

identification data characterizing each of the irises images are independently determined and

compared to a database of identification data to arrive at an independent match scores for

each iris image;

FIG. 9B is a flow chart showing the iris recognition processes in an iris identification

system using left and right iris images captured by the device of FIG. 2, in which

identification data characterizing each of the iris images are independently determined and

compared to a database of identification data to arrive at a combined match scores with

respect to both irises;

FIG. 9C is a flow chart showing the iris recognition processes in an iris identification

system using left and right iris images captured by the device of FIG. 2, in which

identification data characterizing each of the irises images are combined and compared to a

database of identification data to arrive at match scores with respect to both irises;

FIG. 9D is a flow chart showing the iris recognition processes in an iris identification

system using left and right iris images captured by the device of FIG. 2, in which

identification data is generated from a composite of both iris images and compared to a

database of identification data to arrive at a combined match scores;

FIG. 10 is a flow chart of the enrollment process in accordance with the present

invention;

FIG. 1IA is an illustration of an example eye to show normalization of an iris image

into polar coordinates;

FIG. 1IB is an illustration of the iris image of FIG. 1IA after normalization into polar

coordinates;

FIG. 12 is an example of a left eye image illustrating the use of a virtual line between

the eye corners to correct for head tilt in an iris image; and

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an iris capture device similar to the iris capture device

of FIG. 1 using an optical system having wide angle lens(es) for imaging onto a sensor array.



Detailed Description of the Invention

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, an iris capture device (or apparatus) 100 is shown having

in one embodiment a housing 100a with a sensor array 111 (FIG. 1) for capturing both eyes

101a and 101b of a subject person in a single image, and in another embodiment a housing

100b having two sensor arrays I l i a and 1 1 1b (FIG. 2) each for capturing a different eye

101a and 101b, respectively, of a subject person.

In FIG. 1, the housing 100a further has an optical system 108 composed of one or

more optical elements or lenses 106 which focuses and relays light representing a two-

dimensional (2-D) image of the two irises 102a and 102b onto sensor 111. Sensor 111 may

comprise a 2-D array of sensor elements, such as a complementary metal-oxide

semiconductor (CMOS) or a charge-coupled device (CCD), or a one-dimensional (1-D)

sensor array mechanically scanned to generate a 2-D image. The focus adjustment may be

set by the operator or subject by physically moving the device 100 bi-directionally along the

arrow 120 (or by the subject moving towards or away from the device 100 along the direction

given by arrow 120) and thereby changing the iris-to-optical system distance. Alternatively

the iris capture device 100 can incorporate an autofocus and/or range finding device in order

to set the correct object distance and achieve optimal focus settings. Preferably the field-of-

view of optical system 108 encompasses a maximum IPD of at least 72 mm (e.g., 95th

percentile for adult humans) and sufficient area outside this IPD to capture up to a 13.5 mm

diameter iris and allow for a level of lateral displacement error. Additionally, the optical and

electronic resolution of imaging onto sensor 111 should be sufficient for the level of precision

needed for iris matching, which may meet or exceed certain standardized iris image capture

specifications, such as for example, Iris Image Interchange Format ANSI INCITS 379-2004.

Using this specification and choosing Medium Image Quality, the device's camera (defined

as the combination of optical system 108 and sensor 1 1 1) requires >12.5 pixels/mm

electronic resolution, 60% MTF for 3 cycles/mm at the iris, and at minimum a border of 70

pixels captured outside of the iris. For example, for 15 pixels/mm the sensor 111 may be a 5

megapixel monochrome CMOS model MT9P031M available from Aptima Imaging (San

Jose, CA), which has an array of 2592 x 1944 pixels and allows for a lateral displacement

error of ±39 mm and ±53 mm in the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The larger the

allowed lateral displacement error the better as this allows for less precise alignment of the

subject person to the iris capture device and hence faster iris captures.



Sensor 111 is mounted to a printed circuit (PC) board 112 that is connected via

power/communication cable 117 to control board 115. Control board 115 is preferably

connected to one or more light sources 104a and 104b, via power cables 109a and 109b. For

purposes of illustration two light sources are shown, but other number of light sources may be

used. Such light sources preferably project visible and near infrared light at the irises of the

subject and may contain lenses if needed for increasing the efficiency with which light

illuminates the subject's irises. Light from the light sources 104a and 104b is projected

towards the irises 102a and 102b (rays 121a and 121b, for illustration) and the light scatter

from the iris, for example rays 122a and 122b are imaged by optical system 108 onto sensor

111. Visible light of suitable intensity is preferential to constrict the pupil of the subject for

liveness detection and for maximizing the iris area observed. Near infrared light, for example

760 and 850 run wavelength is preferable for recording the image of the eye as these

wavelengths have been found to produce superior iris detail. Sensor 1 1 1 provides an image

of both eyes 101a and 101b, that includes at least both irises 102a and 102b and pupil 103a

and 103b, to the one or more processors 113 on a control board 115 in housing 100a. Sensor

111 may have a control processor and a local image buffer for temporary image storage and

image processing (e.g., distortion correction and/or flat-field correction) of a two-dimensional

array of bytes representing the image prior to such transfer.

In the FIG. 2 embodiment, the iris capture device 100 is provided by housing 100b

having two optical systems 108a and 108b each having one or more optical elements or

lenses 106a and 106b, respectively, for focusing and relaying light of only one eye 101a and

101b, respectively, onto sensor arrays I l i a and 111b, respectively. One or more illumination

sources 104a, 104b, and 104c in housing 100b may be the same as the one or more

illumination sources in the FIG. 1 embodiment. One advantage of having two optical

systems 108a and 108b is that sensors 11Ia and 11Ib, which may each be of the same type as

sensor 111, do not have to be as large as that of the single sensor 1 1 1, and are therefore

generally less expensive and capable of higher frame rates. For example, each of sensors

I l i a and 1 1 1b may be capable of capturing an image at 15 pixels/mm using an SXGA

CMOS (1280 x 1024 pixels). For example, with a maximum iris diameter of 13.5 mm and an

iris edge to image border requirement of 70 pixels per ANSI INCITS 379-2004, there can be

lateral displacement errors of ± 31 mm and ± 22.5 mm in horizontal and vertical directions,

respectively. Each of the sensors I l i a and 11Ib provides an image of their respective iris

102a and 102b and pupil 103a and 103b to the one or more processors 113.



Processors 113 in FIGS. 1 and 2 may have memory for storing received image(s)

from sensor 111, or sensors I l i a and 11Ib, or such memory may be provided on control

board 115 and accessible to processors 113. The processors 113 may represent electronics

similar to a digital camera for capturing images from a CCD or CMOS sensor, such as a

microprocessor or microcontroller programmed in accordance with software, or processors

113 may represent one or more field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA).

Preferably, processors 113 segment left and right iris images for the captured image

from the sensor 111, or sensors I lia and 1 1 1b, respectively, and send such segmented

images to a computing system, via cable 116 or alternatively via a wireless transmitter,

where such images are processed to provide left and right iris images having zero or

substantially zero head tilt, which are then normalized into rectangular images having polar

radial coordinates, and converted into left and right iris templates for iris matching for

identification or verification of a subject, or for enrollment of a subject with respect to a

database of identification data in an iris identification system. Such image processing to

remove head tilt, normalization, and template generation may all be performed by processors

113 in housing 100a or 100b. Furthermore, iris matching (for identification or verification)

or enrollment may also be performed in housing 100a and 100b where the processor 113

having access to memory in the device 100 storing a database of identification data, or where

such database may be externally available via an interface of the device. In a further

alternative, the processing to remove head tilt, normalization, and template generation, and

iris matching (for identification or verification) or enrollment, may be performed in a

computer system in response to images received from sensor(s) from housing 100a or 100b.

An example of iris image capture device 100 connected to a microprocessor-based

system, such as a computer system 124, is shown in FIG. 2A. For purpose of illustration the

database 125 is shown in memory (e.g., optical or hard drive, or a flash drive) of computer

system 124 for enrollment to add identification data (e.g., left and right iris templates along

with subject's name and other personal information), or comparative matching to

identification data (e.g., stored left and right iris templates of others) to identify (or verify) the

subject with respect to acquired iris images by device 100. Image processing, normalization,

template generation, matching and enrollment provided by processors 113 in device 100 or

by a combination of processors in device 100 and those present in computer system 124, will

be described later in more detail.



Power to components in housings 100a or 100b may be provided via the cable 116

from computer system 124, or rechargeable battery within housings 100a or 100b, or power

supplied externally via an AC power adapter. The computer system 124 and device 100 also

have interface hardware/software to enable data communication between them, and if needed

to control the operation of sensor(s) 111 or I l i a and 11Ib, processor(s) 113, and light

sources 104a, 104b, or 104c to capture image(s). Computer system 124 includes a user

interface (e.g., display, keyboard, mouse, or the like) to enable a user to interact with the

software operating iris identification system in memory of the computer system 124 and/or

iris capture device 100, as typical of an iris identification (or recognition) system to output

match results, to indicate verification of identity with respect to inputted subject information

to the computer system, or to confirm enrollment, but capable of using both left and right iris

images (or being operable in a mode using a single eye image as described later in connection

with FIG. 12). However, other user interfaces may be used, such as green and red colored

LEDs on housing 100a or 100b, or computer system 124, to determine if good image(s) were

captured, or if a match was found in the database.

The magnification and distortion errors of the iris capture device 100 can be

calibrated using a target (or calibration) form, such as printed media, placed at the nominal

iris positions, i.e., at the distance the irises 102a and 102b of a subject would be located with

respect to the sensor 111, or I lia and 111b, and their respective optical systems. Such target

may contain, by way of example, a series of horizontal and vertical lines as well as a series of

circles for the accurate calculation of centroid locations for determining distortion errors that

may affect the accurate extraction of iris images and calculation of head tilt angle (and IPD or

IPD-to-iris ratio if determined) as will be described later in more detail. Both embodiments

of FIGS. 1 and 2 are calibrated in the same way; however, relative lateral positions and

rotations of optical systems 108a and 108b may need to be calibrated first mechanically to

enable accurate calculation of head tilt angles and IPD prior to electronic calibration of

sensors using the target form. Further discussion of the electronic calibration is provided

below in connection with FIGS. 3, 4, 5A, and 5B.

For purposes of the following discussion, each optical system 108a and 108b and

sensors Ilia and 111b, respectively, are referred to as left and right cameras, respectively.

The left and right cameras are preferably positioned on the same horizontal plane but

separated by a distance approximately equal to the average interpupillary distance (IPD),

which is about 62 mm in adult humans. Each camera may have its own infrared illumination



104a and 104b, consisting, by way of an example, of an array of one or more illumination

sources, which may be light-emitting diodes, positioned adjacent to the camera optics 108a

and 108b. Each camera may have a fixation device or light 104c, which may also be used for

iris illumination that is activated when the images are captured to assure consistent gaze angle

relative to the camera axis. Each camera's sensor I lia and 111b may have a control

processor and a local image buffer to assure precise simultaneous or nearly-simultaneous

capture by both sensors.

For the dual sensor iris capture device 100 of FIG. 2, FIG. 3 illustrates the images 302

and 303 produced by the left and right cameras, respectively, superimposed on the object-

space calibration target 301. The target or calibration form contains an array of control points

[p ι,P2, Pn], two of which are shown as points / L and >JR . Each such control point is

recorded on the calibration target as a circular area with diameter equal to approximately 10

times the object plane pixel size of the camera. By way of example, if the camera pixel size

is 0.005 mm each control point would be printed on the calibration target as a circle having a

diameter of approximately 0.5 mm (equal to 10 M0.005 mm where Mis the magnification of

optical system 108a and 108b). Thus in the image produced by the camera, each control

point will have a diameter of about 10 pixels. The centroid of each such circular object

constitutes the precise location of the control point and can be determined with subpixel

precision. By way of example, to determine a centroid position in an image for each of the

control point, a binarization of the gray scale values (or intensity) of pixels of an image is

performed to generate a binary map to locate pixels associated with the control point's

boundary (or circular object), and using a percentage of pixels (e.g., 20%) beyond or outside

such boundary to determine a binary region R . A series of geometric moments is then

computed for each circular object such that the moment pq for the binary region R

associated with that object in the map is defined as

m _y xv
PQ
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The summation is performed over all pixel locations (x ) within the interior of a single

circular object. The centroid {x o y of said circular object is then given by:

y c = moi/moo



such as described in O'Gorman, L., Sammon, M., and Seul, M., Practical Algorithms for

Image Analysis, (Cambridge University Press, New York, NY) pp. 157-159, 2008.

The locations of the control points are defined by coordinates (*', y') within a two

dimensional coordinate system defined by the calibration target 301. hi FIG. 3 the control

point iL is located at pixel location (JCL, y within the left image. Similarly, the control point

/JiR is located at pixel location ( R , y ) within the right image. It is understood that points /?;L

andjPjR are representative of control points within the calibration target, and each camera

image contains at least three such control points. By way of example, within the coordinate

system defined by the calibration target, control points /?JL and/?j R are located at coordinates

respectively. The purpose of the calibration process is to define a

mathematical transformation that defines the relationship between points such as (X , yύ and

(XR , ytO i the left and right images and the corresponding points (xC, yC) and (JCR
5, >>R') in the

object space (or coordinate system) defined by the calibration target. A separate calibration

is performed for each of the left and right camera which simultaneous (or approximately

simultaneous) capture images of the same calibration target presented before the cameras,

and the resulting transformations consist of transformation data representing a rotation and

scaling matrix and a translation vector for each camera in which one or more two-

dimensional pixel coordinates in an image captured either sensor llla or l l l b is transformed

into two dimensional object coordinates with respect to features or objects in the image.

These transformations are described later in connection with FIG. 5A. Although only three

points are needed to determine each transformation, additional points may be required to

correct for optical distortion due to each camera's optical systems 108a or 108b.

The above calibration for the dual sensor iris capture device 100 of FIG. 2 is not

needed in the single sensor iris capture device 100 of FIG. 1. However, calibration of images

captured on sensor 11 1 may be performed when an actual measure of IPD, referred to herein

as an absolute IPD, is needed, or when optical distortion is present in an image captured by

the sensor 11 1 which if uncorrected will produce a larger than acceptable head tilt angle

calculation (or IPD-to-iris ratio, if calculated). Such optical distortion can occur due to the

particular lens(es) of optical system 108. Such calibration if needed is similar to that

described above in connection with FIG. 2, but with respect to a single image 305 captured

having both right and left eyes to provide a mathematical transformation that defines the

relationship between points such as xι , >t) and ( R , >>R) in the image and the corresponding



points ( L \ ) >L ) and (XR , R ' ) in the object space defined by the calibration target. This

calibration also results in transformation data representing a rotation and scaling matrix and a

translation vector in which one or more two-dimensional pixel coordinates in an image

captured by sensor 111 can be transformed into two dimensional object coordinates with

respect to features or objects in the image.

FIG. 4 illustrates images 302 and 303 of the right and left eyes of a human subject

captured by the left sensor 111b and the right sensor 11Ia in the FIG. 2 embodiment, and

image 305 captured by sensor 111 in the FIG. 1 embodiment. The left and right pupil

boundaries 401 and 402, respectively, are extracted using typical image segmentation

techniques such as integrodifferential operators as described in U.S. Patent No. 5,291,560 or

Hough transforms, as described in earlier cited O'Gorman et al., page 182, and the geometric

centers (XPL, y and (XPR , > PR) for the left and right pupils, respectively, are determined.

These geometric centers can be used to determine the orientation and length of a virtual line

connecting the geometric centers, but their coordinates must first be transformed to the object

space defined by the transformation data for the particular device 100.

Referring to FIG. 5A, a flow chart is depicted for the calibration process using the

calibration target 301 described earlier in connection with FIG. 3 for the embodiment of the

image capture device 100 of FIG. 2. At step 501 the control points visible in the left image

302 are located and the image space coordinates of at least three control points appearing in

the left image are recorded. At step 502, similarly, the coordinates of at least three control

points appearing in the right image 303 are recorded. At step 503 a rotation-and-scaling

matrix A L and a translation vector t L are calculated that together transform the measured

image plane coordinates of control points such as ( L, L) to the known object plane

coordinates (X , L ' ) for those same points. The object plane coordinates of the control

points are known because their positions are labeled on the calibration target. A similar

rotation-and-scaling matrix A and a translation vector bR are calculated at step 504 for the

right image. The rotation-and-scaling matrix A R and translation vector bR for each camera

are calculated as an affine transformation, such as described in Foley, J., van Dam, A.,

Feiner, S., and Hughes, J., Computer Graphics Principles and Applications, (Addison-

Wesley, Reading MA) pp. 204-208, 1990, that is used to transform the image coordinates of

points in each image to the common object space coordinate system defined by the

calibration target. Such affine transformations define the rotation, translation, and

magnification of the two-dimensional image coordinates relative to the two-dimensional



coordinate system defined by the target. The calibration parameters represent transformation

data which is stored in the memory, such as on board 113 in housing 100a or 100b, or in

computer system 124, for use by the processors) providing head tilt correction in accordance

with captured image(s) in housing 100b, or computer system 124 (step 505).

As stated earlier, the single sensor iris capture device 100 of FIG. 1 may optionally be

calibrated. If so, a calibration process using the calibration target 301 described earlier in

connection with FIG. 3 for embodiment of device 100 of FIG. 1 is performed as shown in the

flow chart of FIG. 5B. At step 506 the control points visible in the image 305 are located and

the image space coordinates of at least three control points appearing in the image are

recorded. Such control points are represented as circles having known positions within the

target 301 . At step 507 a rotation-and-scaling matrix A and a translation vector b are

calculated that together transform the measured image plane coordinates of control points

such as (X1, >>,) to the known object plane coordinates (x,\ _>/,') for those same points. The

object plane coordinates of the control points are known because their positions are labeled

on the calibration target. The rotation-and-scaling matrix and translation vector are

calculated as an affine transformation, that is used to transform the image coordinates of

points in each image to the common object space coordinate system defined by the

calibration target. The calibration parameters provide transformation data which is stored in

the memory in housing 100a, or computer system 124, for use by the processor(s) providing

head tilt correction in accordance with captured image(s) in housing 100a, or computer

system 124 (step 508).

In both FIG. 5A and 5B, the processor at steps 501, 502, and 506 compares each value

of pixels in the image with a threshold to identify the one or more pixels (or centroid) as

being one associated with one of the control point circles in image. Since the control points

are in a known series or pattern, the pixel position(s) are matched to each control point that

has a particular known two dimensional position associated with the control point stored in

memory of the processor or accessible to the processor. Alternatively, coefficients associated

with the mapping transform equation (for example the scaling matrix A and translation vector

b previously described) for transforming image control point locations to target control point

locations are stored in memory accessible to the processor. Although circles are shown as

control points other control points, arrangement, or graphical references may be used. Less

preferably, the transformation data stored at steps 505 or 508 may represent a look-up-table

in memory of the processor(s) 113 or accessible to the processor 113 or computer system



124, that requires use of transformation data, to map pixel positions in an image to object

positions in two dimension space. The calibration process of FIGS. 5A and 5B occurs during

manufacture, but may also occur later to assure that the transformation data is proper. As

stated earlier, the time lag between the capture of images from each of the two sensors I lia

and 11Ib of FIG. 2 should be short compared to the time required to rotate ones head, shift

ones eyes, or tilt/rotate the capture device itself. The time lag between the capture of each

image by sensors Ilia and 111b will dictate the accuracy with which one can determine the

orientation of the interpupillary line (imaginary line connecting the centroid of the two

pupils). As such, it is preferable that the time lag is near zero and preferably a fraction of a

second. In the single sensor iris capture device 100 of FIG. 1, the sensor 111 has sufficient

pixel resolution and field of view to assure that both eye images can be captured in a single

image frame. As stated earlier, camera orientation/position calibration described above is

optional for the single sensor iris capture device 100 of FIG. 1, as all of the information

regarding the orientation of the interpupillary line is contained within a single image that

contains the two pupils of a single subject's face.

FIG. 6 shows a flowchart for determining the subject head angle and absolute IPD

where calibration has been performed to enable transformation of pixel position on sensor(s)

and object space coordinates. At step 601, the pixel coordinates of the pupil center in the left

eye (;CPL, yPh) are determined as described above in FIG. 4 . At step 602 the pixel coordinates

for the pupil center for the right eye ( PR, yp ) are similarly determined. Steps 601 and 602

either utilize the single image of both eyes in the single sensor iris capture device 100 of FIG.

1, or each of the left and right eye images in the dual iris capture device of FIG. 2. At step

603 the left pupil center pixel coordinates are transformed, using the transformation data to

object space coordinates. The exemplary equations shown in FIG. 6 for steps 603 and 604

are for the separate left and right eye images and use transformation data A R , A1. , >R , and t>L

stored at step 505. For a single image with both eyes, the same equations of steps 603 and

604 are used, but with A R and A L both equal to A, and bR and >L both equal to b , where A

and b were stored at step 508 (FIG. 5B). Such storage may be memory in housing 100a or

100b for use by processors 113, and/or memory in computer system 124. The left and right

pupil centers in object space are denoted as yP ) and (XPR , yp ), respectively, and are

defined in the same object space coordinate system. The head angle θ, calculated at step 605,

is the angle that the line between the left and right pupil centers ypC) and (XPR , ypκ )



and the horizontal axis of the object space coordinate system, as shown by the following

equation:

For example, such horizontal axis being the horizontal line centered vertically in target 301,

e.g., passing through p and p,R (FIG. 3), representing the absolute zero tilt dimension in

device 100. The interpupillary distance, or IPD, is then calculated at step 606 as the

distance between the pupil centers, using the following equation:

IPD =J
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Alternatively, the iris centers may be used instead of the pupil centers to determine

head angle and distance between the eyes, since pupil center may change slightly as the pupil

dilates and contracts. The iris center is not affected by pupil size but may be more difficult to

detect reliably due to obscuration of part of the iris boundary by the upper and/or lower

eyelids. In either case the same steps are used to calculate the iris centers. Ocular landmarks

other than pupil or iris centers (or centroids) may be used as predefined features for

determining the head tilt angle, such as centroids associated with the inner or outer corners of

one or both eyes (i.e., nasal canthi and/or temporal canthi). An example of the use of corners

in a single eye image to determine head angle will be described later in connection with FIG.

12. IfEPD is not utilized as a parameter to facilitate identification, step 606 is not performed.

Head angle and absolute IPD are determinable as described in FIG. 6 using the

resulting positions in object coordinate system of pixel position of the pupil or iris centroid.

If no calibration is performed as may be the case for the single sensor iris capture device 100

of FIG. 1, then steps 601 and 602 are performed to locate pupil center ( PL, PL) and ( PR , PR) ,

and head angle is determined by substituting PL, PL, PR, PR for X L ,y c ,y κ in the above

head angle equation, and steps 603, 604, and 606 are not performed

In addition to EPD, or if absolute EPD is not determinable, another parameter may be

determined referred to as the EPD-to-iris ratio which may be determined in the two-

dimensional coordinates of a captured image of any eye in an image captured by sensor 1 1 1,



or 11Ia or 11Ib (step 606). The relative IPD is the distance between the determined left and

right pupil centroids ( PL, PL) and CPR, >PR) respectively, in the image in the case of the

single sensor embodiment of FIG. 1 or by (xpL', yp ) and ( PR , y
p

) for the two sensor

embodiment of FIG. 2. The diameter of the iris (D and D as indicated in FIG. 4) is

determined from the outer iris boundary in the image, such boundary' is determined when the

iris is segmented from image; such segmentation is described, for example in U.S. Patent No.

5,291,560. The iris diameter represents a virtual line from one side of the outer boundary

through the iris centroid to the outer side of the outer boundary, which will provide two pixel

positions along the outer boundary, the distance between them being the iris diameter. The

relative IPD divided by the iris diameter is the IPD-to-iris ratio. Preferably, the diameters of

both the right and left irises are calculated and then averaged to provide an average iris

diameter for the subject, which is then used with the determined relative IPD to calculate an

IPD-to-iris ratio in step 606.

In typical iris imaging systems, the iris which has an actual diameter of about 12 mm

has a diameter of about 240 pixels in image coordinates. Therefore the pixel size, in object

space, is about 0.05 mm. An integrodifferential operator, such as described in U.S. Patent

No. 5,291,560, or Hough transform, as described in earlier cited O'Gorman et al., p . 182, can

be used to find the coordinates of the pupil center to subpixel accuracy. Since the distance

between the pupil centers of a human ranges from 52 to 72 mm for an adult, taking 62 mm as

the average, it is possible to determine head angle with an error no greater than tan '(0.05/62)

= 0.046 degrees (2.76 arcmin). Once the head angle has been determined to be some angle θ,

the iris image can be rotated about the iris or pupil center through an angle -θ, aligning the

interpupillary line with the horizontal axis of the imaging system. If both the enrollment and

recognition image are rotated to produce this alignment of the interpupillary line, no relative

rotation will exist between the enrollment template and the recognition template. Typical iris

template generation methods, such as that described in U.S. Patent No. 5,291,560, may be

used to encode iris texture with an angular resolution of approximately 1 to 2 degrees.

Therefore the present invention has more than sufficient accuracy to eliminate the need to

search over multiple rotation angles as described in U.S. Patent No. 5,291,560. The rotation

of iris images to remove all or substantially all head tilt is described at steps 905 and 906 of

FIGS. 9A-D.

Referring to FIGS. 9A-D, flow charts are shown of the iris recognition processes in an

iris identification system having the dual sensor iris capture device 100 of FIG. 2 having been



previously calibrated using the calibration target. As stated earlier, such processes may occur

at processors 113 in iris capture device 100 and/or in computer system 124. The iris capture

device 100 captures left and right eye images (step 901 and 902). The pupil and iris

boundaries and eyelids in each image are then determined (step 903 and 904). Identification

of the pupil and iris boundaries in a given iris image may be as described, for example in U.S.

Patent No. 5,291,560. For each left and right eye image, an image of the annular iris region

is extracted (i.e., segmented) in accordance with the determined boundaries, and then each

segmented image is rotated by head angle - θ, determined earlier at FIG. 6, which rotates each

image in a direction to all, or substantially, remove head tilt from each image, and the

resulting image is normalized into polar coordinates in a rectangular image (fixed dimension)

at steps 905 and 906. If the head tilt angle is below a threshold level, rotation of the

segmented iris images may not be needed and is not performed. When single sensor iris

capture device 100 of FIG. 1 is used, steps 901 and 902 are combined into a single step since

a single image containing both eyes of the subject person is captured and later used in steps

903 and 904.

Optionally, the two-dimensional pixel positions in the left and right eye images

captured by sensors I l i a and 11Ib of FIG. 2 (or the image sensor 111 of FIG. 1 if calibration

was performed) may be transformed into object space coordinates to correct for optical

distortion, if present, and such corrected images then subsequently used by steps 903-906 .

FIG. 1IA shows the normalization of an annular iris image into a polar iris image.

For example, an image 1100 may be captured by sensor 11Ia or 11Ib, or part of an image

captured by sensor 111. This image 1100 contains the details of a single human eye as two

dimensional pixels having gray-scale values, including the upper and lower eye lids, 1108

and 1109, respectively, and iris area 1102. The iris area 1102 is defined by an inner circular

border 401 that is the boundary of the iris and pupil of the subject. The outer iris border is

defined by the outer extent of the iris boundary 1107 and any occlusions arising from the

upper and lower eyelids, 1108 and 1109, respectively. To convert the details contained

within the iris area 1102 into a template, a zero angle line 1101 is defined by convention and

the iris data within an annular area defined by an inner radius r ; 1105 and an outer radius

T 1106 is extracted. The data is masked based upon any occlusions present (such as part of

the eye lids or reflections) and the radial coordinate r 1111 of a data point 1110 is converted

to a normalized radial coordinate f defined by



r-r
r(r) =
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In this manner, each data point on the iris may be expressed by a radial coordinate

rand an angle θ, such that the circular iris data is converted to a rectangular data block 1104,

see FIG. 1IB, where they-axis is the normalized radial coordinate r and the Jt-axis is the

angular dimension θ as defined in FIG. 1IA. Thus each row of the normalized image

represents a radius between the inner and outer circular borders of FIG. 1IA, and each

column is a different angle around the iris. Such normalization of iris images is also

described in International PCT Patent Publication No. WO2005/1 1958 IAl.

In FIG. 9A, after steps 901-906 the left and right normalized iris images are used to

generate iris templates and masks (steps 907 and 908). Each template represents a binary

encoding of the a normalized iris image, and the mask represent a map showing the areas of

the template which do not represent that particular iris. The conversion of normalized iris

images used to generate iris templates may be the same as described by U.S. Patent No.

5,291,560, by using Garbor wavelets, but also the conversion may use Daubechies wavelets

as described by U.S. Patent No. 7,302,087, or discrete cosine transformations as described in

European Patent Application No. 05747352.2, filed June 1, 2004. The left and right iris

templates and masks represent identification data characterizing the left and right iris images.

Each iris mask indicates areas of the template where the iris image was obscured, such as by

eyelids or reflections and therefore these areas should not be used for matching.

The database 125, which may by way of example be flash memory, a hard drive or

optical drive, stores identification data, i.e., template, of left and right iris of people enrolled

in the identification system. At steps 909 and 910, comparative search occurs with respect to

the left and right iris template from steps 907 and 908, and left and right iris templates stored

for subjects in the database 125. Also stored for each left and right iris template in the

database 125 is an associated mask indicating areas of their respective iris template which

should not be considered when compared to another template. Thus, each comparison of a

template of an acquired image and a stored template, areas of their respective masks in either

or both images are not compared. The comparison of templates may also be performed as

described in U.S. Patent No. 5,291,560, but other template matching may be performed.

Since the left and right iris images used to generate identification data (i.e., templates) stored

in the database and the templates determined from left and right iris images presented for

identification are all with zero or substantial zero head tilt, the matching of two templates



with each other requires no relative rotation, or if needed, one or two relative rotation with

respect to each other to obtain the desired precision.

Each comparison at steps 909 and 910 results in a match score, which are generated

independently for the left and right iris images. A match score for a given iris provides a

measure of the quality of match of the captured iris images at step 901 or 902 with one of

enrolled iris images in terms of their respective templates without consideration of masked

areas. Scoring of a match of two templates may be by use of Hamming distance, as described

U.S. Patent No. 5,291,560. For example, a score may represent equal comparison of bit pairs

of the two templates being compared that do not match divided by total number of pair

comparisons made. After all the comparisons are completed, at step 9 11 all left iris

comparison resulting in a score above a predetermined threshold, represent a match, and at

step 912 all right iris comparison resulting in a score above a predetermined threshold,

represent a match. Thus the left and right irises are matched independently, and may use the

same or different score thresholds. In the identification process of FIG. 9A, information

from the left and right iris images are not combined or coordinated.

In FIG. 9B, steps 901-910 are the same as in FIG. 9A, but instead of steps 911-912,

the match scores generated by the left and right iris images are combined at step 913. By

way of example, the match scores may be combined using maximum likelihood techniques,

such as described in Nandakumar, K., Chen, Y., Dass, S. C , and Jain, A. K., "Likelihood

Ratio Based Biometric Score Fusion", IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine

Intelligence, Vol. 30, No. 2, pp. 342-347, February 2008, and a combined or composite match

score generated. This match score is then compared to a predetermined threshold at step 914

to reach a match decision.

In FIG. 9C, steps 901-908 are the same as in FIG. 9A-9B, but instead of steps 9 11-

914, the two templates and masks from steps 907 and 908 are combined into a single

composite template containing information from both irises (step 915). By way of example,

if each individual template consists of an i x j array of values and each mask k x I array of

values, the two templates could be concatenated to produce a i x 2*j template array and a k x

2*1 mask array. At step 916 this composite template is compared to previously enrolled

composite templates to generate a match score, which is compared to a threshold at step 917

to reach a decision. This match score comparison at step 917 may or may not be identical to

those used at steps 9 11, 912, and 914, depending on the similarity of scale among the various

match scores. To enable step 916, database 125 stores identification data in the form of



composite templates of the right and left irises for facilitating comparison with the presented

composite template in which comparison is carried out in areas where the corresponding

mask value for both the database template and the presented template have a particular value,

such as one, but is not carried out in other areas where the mask for at least one of the

database template or the presented template has a different value, such as zero. In FIG. 9D,

steps 901-906 are the same as in FIG. 9A-9C, but instead of steps 9 11-915, the two

normalized left and right images from steps 905 and 906 are combined to form a composite

two-eye normalized iris image (step 918). By way of example, if each image is an m x n

array of pixel intensity values, the right and left images could be concatenated to produce a

single m x 2*n image array in which the left and right iris images appear side-by-side. At

step 919 a composite template is generated from the composite iris image. This composite

template has the same format as that generated at step 915 (FIG. 9C), so the comparison

process at step 916 and the match process at step 917 are identical to those in FIG. 9C. A

different desired matching process in FIG. 9D may occur if the template format from step 919

is different and hence incompatible with that of FIG. 9C.

Referring to FIGS. 7A and 7B, the detection of a patterned contact lens using the two

pupil centers and the line between them is illustrated, as may be carried out by a software

program operating the processor(s) 113 in either housings 100a or 100b, or the computer

system 124. For purposes of illustration, left and right eye images of the subject person are

shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B; however a single image with both eyes may also be used. In

FIG. 7A, the pupil centers and the interpupillary line are determined in object space, and the

head angle is determined as described earlier. The iris image in the left image 701 is rotated

as described above to correct for head angle, and is then processed to generate an iris

template. It is assumed that the eye contains a contact lens with outer boundary 703. This

contact lens contains, by way of example, a radial feature 704 positioned at an angle φ i

relative to the interpupillary line 705. A subsequent set of images is captured as shown in

FIG. 7B and processed as before to determine the pupil centers, interpupillary line, and head

angle, and a template is generated from the left image. In this second image the same radial

feature 706 is now positioned at an angle φ2 relative to the interpupillary line 707. This

template can be matched against the template generated from the first image, shown in FIG.

7A. The two left image templates should match; if they do not, then relative rotations of the

two images can be tested to see if a match occurs when relative rotation between the first and

second left eye images is assumed to exist. If such a match occurs it indicates that φ i is not



equal to φ2 because the iris rotated, while the head did not, indicating that the iris pattern

must be printed on a contact lens. This patterned contact detection process may be performed

as part of the iris identification process of FIGS. 9A-D by processing multiple images having

the eye(s) of a person captured at different times prior to image normalization and/or

comparison searches. As part of the capture sequence, the subject may be induced or

required to blink as blinking can shift and rotate contact lenses. By capturing iris images

before and after blinking and checking for iris rotations inconsistent with head tilt angles, a

spoof is detectable.

For certain applications of the iris identification system, software in the device 100 or

in computer system 124 (if present) may provide for weighted contact spoof detection. First,

the subject is directed by the system (or operator) to purposely tilt his or her head at a

substantial angle and may be additionally requested to blink at the time of image capture,

such that if the iris template(s) of the captured iris image(s), which is rotated by the angle at

which the subject is directed or determined to have tilted his or her head, when compared to

the subject's reference iris template matches (i.e., such match being sufficient to indicate a

positive correlation) at a relative angle significantly different (i.e., greater than a threshold)

from the subject's actual head tilt angle, then the system concludes that the subject is wearing

weighted spoof iris contacts and the subject is an imposter. The difference between the

expected and observed head tilt may not be zero even in the absence of a spoof contact lens,

because of the phenomenon of cyclotorsion, a rotation of the eye about its anteroposterior

axis when the head is tilted or the subject changes from a supine (lying down) to a sitting

position. Measurements of cyclotorsion between supine and sitting positions are reported in

Chang, J., Cyclotorsion during laser in situ keratomileusis, Journal of Cataract and Refractive

Surgery, 34(10): 1720-1726, 2008. Mean rotation of the eye was 2.18 degrees and in some

subjects was as high as 13.3 degrees. Therefore the observed difference between the

expected and observed head tilt, based on the comparison of iris rotation to head angle,

should be greater than a threshold, such as at least 5 degrees, in order to conclude that a spoof

contact lens may be present. Spoof detection preferably entails first shifting the captured

template(s) (equivalent to rotating the image of the iris) through a rotational angle about the

amount which the subject is directed or determined to have tilted his or her head. The shifted

captured iris template is compared to the iris template in the database 125 and if no match is

found, the system analyzes the match scores for rotation angles successively further from the

initial rotation until a match is found or all reasonable rotational angles are analyzed. If a



match is found at a relative angle that differs significantly from the angle at which the subject

actually tilted his or her head with respect to the iris capture device, then a fake iris spoof

contact lens is detected and the subject is an imposter. In other words, the iris image was

determined to be rotated relative to the interpupillary line by an amount larger than what can

reasonably be explained by cyclotorsion, the conclusion is that the anomalous iris rotation is

due to the presence of spoof contacts worn by the subject that have rotated from their normal

position.. The anomalous detected rotation may be the result of weighted spoof contacts

which normally orient themselves correctly on the eye when the subject's head has minimal

tilt angle but will orient relative to the direction of gravity and not the subject's head if the

head is tilted. For example such head tilt may be at least 20 degrees, in which if the

measured head tilt is less than 20 degrees, a spoof may be present. To assure that the subject

rotates his or her head by an expected amount, a rotational mount having mechanical

fixture(s) on which the subject's head rests may be provided having an upright position for

normal iris capture and a tilt position to provide a desired head tilt for spoof detection. The

amount of tilt with respect to the iris capture device at the tilt position is predetermined by the

iris identification system, or may be periodically changed or randomly selected for different

subjects, by the system. Other means for assuring the amount of subject head tilt may also be

used, such as visual references, aiming light(s), or narrow angularly viewable elements, such

a graphics, text, or image, which the subject must tilt his or head the desired amount to view.

Since the degree of eyelid occlusion is usually very similar in the right and left eyes,

information derived from both eyes can be compared and correlated to achieve more accurate

segmentation. Segmentation determines the portion of the eye image comprising the iris and

the annular ring that surrounds the pupil. The iris can be partially occluded by the eyelids, in

particular the upper eyelid. Determination of the boundaries between the iris and the upper

and lower eyelids is important to achieving accurate recognition performance, since for best

performance the iris matching must be based only on iris texture features, and not on other

features, such as eyelids, which may be similar for images from different eyes. Detection of

eyelids may be difficult due to marginal contrast between iris and eyelid, or the presence of

eyelashes that may obscure the boundary between iris and eyelid. The involuntary nerve

stimuli that cause the eyelids to move, such as when the eye blinks, affect both the left and

right eyelids in the same way. Therefore, information about eyelid position in one eye image

can be correlated with the same information in the other eye image to improve the

performance of eyelid segmentation, as shown in FIG. 8.



FIG. 8 illustrates the use of images from the dual sensor iris capture device 100 of

FIG. 2 to improve the performance of eyelid-finding at steps 903 and 904. The left image

701 contains an upper eyelid 801 while the right image 702 contains an upper eyelid 802.

The detection of eyelids searches for the eyelid boundary within a search region designated as

803 in the left image and 804 in the right image. Eyelid detection may be performed by

detecting edge points followed by spline fitting (see for e.g., earlier cited O'Gorman et. al.,

pp. 217-219) or Hough transform (see O'Gorman et al., pp. 182-185), techniques. The

object-plane positions (X P , y>pC) and y ) of the left and right pupil centers provide a

common landmark for the eyelid searches. Since eyelid position is usually nearly identical in

right and left eyes, the search processes for the left and right eyes can be coordinated and

evidence of eyelid position from the left and right images can be combined to improve the

accuracy of the eyelid location in both images. For purposes of illustration, left and right eye

images of the subject person are shown in FIG. 8, however a single image with both eyes

may also be used. The matching of eyelid position may take place at step 903 and 904 of

FIGS. 9A-D, and if eyelid locations are outside a matching tolerance, then new image(s) of

the eyes are captured by dual sensor iris capture device 100, and steps 903 and 904 are

repeated.

Enrollment of a person in the iris identification system having device 100 is shown in

FIG. 10. First, the right and left iris images are captured by iris capture device 100 at step

1001 in a single image (FIG. 1) or in different images (FIG. 2) captured at or approximately

at the same time. At step 1002, the right and left iris images are segmented to locate the pupil

and iris boundaries and eyelid positions, as in step 903 and 904 with respect to each eye. The

left and right pupil centroids are determined at step 1003 and transformed from image

coordinates to the common object plane coordinate system at step 1004, as in steps 601-604

(FIG. 6). If a single image captures both the left and right eyes and absolute IPD information

is not to be used, step 1004 is not required. The pupil centroids are used to calculate head tilt

and IPD at 1005, such as described earlier. IfIPD is not needed, then such is not determined

at step 1005. Optionally at step 1005, an IPD-to-iris ratio may be determined for each eye, as

described earlier. Preferably, the diameters of both the right and left eyes are calculated and

averaged to arrive at an IPD-to-iris ratio. At step 1006, the left and right iris images are

remapped to the rotational position that corresponds to zero or substantially zero head tilt, as

described at step 905 and 906 (FIG. 9A-D). The template generation process is performed at

1007, including extraction of the normalized polar image, calculation of the iris template, and



calculation of the iris mask for each eye, as described at step 905-908. Finally at step 1008,

the iris templates, iris masks, and optionally the iris images, and IPD and/or IPD-to-iris ratio

if determined, are stored as identification data in database 125 (FIG. 2A) along with other

personal information, such as name, photograph of the individual captured at time, or other

types of information typical of iris identification or recognition systems.

The identification data stored in the database 125 may be partitioned in accordance

with IPD values or ranges, so the newly enrolled identification data is stored accordingly by

IPD. During identification, a subject's irises can be characterized by their IPD to facilitate

faster searches and spoof detection.

When at identification and enrollment, an IPD-to-iris ratio is determined in which the

relative or absolute IPD is scaled to the iris outer diameter (or scaled to the average iris outer

diameter of both eyes if both are determined to be live). Such iris outer diameter may be

determined in accordance with object coordinates of pixels located along the outer iris

boundaries found at steps 903 and 904, and IPD and/or IPD-to-iris ratio may be used as an

additional matching parameter when comparative searching in FIGS. 9A-D, where at time of

enrollment, the iris outer diameter that may be determined in accordance with object

coordinates of pixels located along the outer iris boundaries found at step 1002 is stored

along with other identification data for each person when added to the iris identification

system. The advantage of the use of an EPD-iris ratio for the classification of a subject's iris

is that such a ratio is dimensionless and independent of image magnification. For iris capture

devices that operate at a fixed distance between the imaging system and the pupil, the

advantage of the IPD-iris ratio to raw IPD is not significant. However, for an optical system

that uses a rough range finder and some means of an autofocus mechanism to bring the object

in focus or an optical system that incorporates wavefront coding or a similar technology such

that the depth of focus of the optical system is significant, the consequence is that the

magnification of the captured iris image can vary significantly. In this case the magnification

independence of the IPD-iris ratio allows for more accurate classification of the subject's iris

during enrollment.

Upon subsequent 1:N identification, iris matching need only match said subject's iris

with other irises in the database that have the same IPD or IPD-iris ratio (within a small error

range). Additionally the use of IPD or IPD-iris ratio information deters spoof attempts

wherein the subject is trying to assume the identity of a person already enrolled in a particular

iris database. Due to the two-eye capture, a subject attempting to spoof the system with a set



of fake iris contact lenses must have the same IPD or IPD-iris ratio as that of the person he or

she is trying to imitate.

Although head tilt correction is described above utilizing predefined ocular features,

such as pupil or iris centers of two eyes of a person, optionally head tilt angle may be

determined using a single image of the eye. In FIG. 12, an example of an image 1200 of a

single eye is shown that may be captured with a single camera of iris capture device 100

represented in FIG. 2, or iris capture device of FIG. 1 in which sensor 111 and optics 108 are

sized to capture an image of a single eye, rather than two eyes. In image 1200 the captured

eye image comprises a pupil 1103, an iris 1102, upper eyelid 1204, lower eyelid 1205, nasal

canthus 1210, and temporal canthus 1211. Processor(s) in the iris capture device or the

computer system coupled thereto may detect locations of eye corners and eyelids in the

captured image as described, for example, in Uzunova, V. I., An eyelids and eye corners

detection and tracking method for rapid iris tracking, Master's Thesis, Otto-von-Guericke

University of Magdeburg, Department of Computer Science, Magdburg Germany 2005, pp.

31-37. The rotation of the eye may be derived by connecting a virtual line 1203 between

features 1201 and 1202 which are the nasal and temporal corners of the eye, respectively.

The line 1203 connecting these features is rotated by an angle θr relative to a horizontal line

1212 defined by one of the axes of the rectangular image 1200. By way of example, the iris

rotation may be defined by θr or it may be defined by a value θr - ∆, where ∆ is the nominal

eye-corner-to-corner tilt angle present in an eye when there is zero head tilt angle.

Considering the capture of a single image of the eye from which the iris image is

segmented, steps 901, 903, 905, 907, and 909 of FIG. 9A, may be performed as described

earlier where the single image is of the left eye image capture, except that the extracted (or

segmented) iris image is not rotated based on a virtual line between pupil centers, but rotated

in accordance with an angle that aligns a line through the corners of the eye with a dimension

associated with zero tilt, such as horizontal axis of the sensor array 1212, to remove or

substantially remove head tilt. The same occurs at enrollment to remove or substantially

remove head tilt from an iris image prior to generating of the template and mask. Rather than

rotating the extracted iris image when head tilt is detected, the extracted iris image may be

first normalized and generated into an iris template, which may then be rotated in accordance

with the determined angle, rather than rotating the whole extracted iris image. As stated

earlier, a mask is also generated when an iris template is generated; such mask is also rotated

by the same angle when the iris template is rotated such that both iris template and mask have



zero or substantially zero head tilt when stored as a reference for enrollment or used for

identification or verification. Although FIG. 12 and this example utilizes the left eye of a

person, it may similar be applied to the right eye. Spoof detection described earlier for

detecting a weighted iris contact spoof may also be performed for a single iris image by the

detection of anomalous iris rotation when a subject substantially tilts his or her head.

Optionally, instead of rotating the segmented iris image by the angle between a line

extending through eye corners and the horizontal axis of the sensor array, a predetermined tilt

condition of the canthi from the horizontal axis is used. For example, if such predetermined

canthi tilt condition represents canthus line tilt angle of 5 deg, then when capturing a subject

with one eye image at a time, if a 6 deg tilt of the canthi line from the horizontal axis is

determined, then the segmented iris image is rotated by - 1 deg to align the canthi line to the 5

deg angle, and the rotated iris image and/or its associated template is either stored in the

database for enrollment, or used for comparison.

The above describes use of the horizontal axis of the image for the single sensor iris

captured device in determining an angle between a virtual line in a single image of one eye or

two eyes; however, the vertical axis may instead be used, or another dimension defined as

relating to a zero or known tilt condition of features in the single image.

At enrollment in the database of an iris identification system, the segmented iris

image may be rotated to remove head tilt when stored in a database of enrolled iris images,

such as in terms of iris templates. When the same software is used for capturing an iris image

for identification, the iris image may be rotated, and such rotation may occur using the

annular iris image or the normalized iris image. However, by incorporating this method in

software for operating the identification system utilizing a single iris for identification, such

as in U.S. Patent No. 5,291,560, can reduce the number of relative rotations between the

reference template and the template of a subject's iris image to the one matching determined

angle θr in the iris image, such as shown for example in FIG. 12. Reducing the number of

relative rotations necessary to compare each reference template in the database and the

template of a subject's iris image to one (or two if necessary) in arriving at a score for the

amount of match between comparison, greatly reduces the time in U.S. Patent No. 5,291,560

for identification of a subject.

Preferably, optical distortion by optical systems 108a and 108b on their respective

sensors in images can be accounted by the transformation of two-dimensional pixel positions

and two dimensional object coordinates for iris capture device 100 of FIG. 2, and also in iris



capture device 100 of FIG. 1 when calibration is performed to correct when such optical

distortion of optical system 108 would negatively impact desired accuracy of head tilt

correction, IPD or IPD to iris ratio. However optical system 108 may purposefully provide

distortion to reduce the length (along the optical axis) and/or size of the optical system, and

thus reducing the size (and weight) of housing, such as shown in single sensor iris capture

device 100 of FIG. 13. The iris capture device of FIG. 13 is similar to the iris capture device

of FIG. 1, except that the distance L \ between a housing 100c and the subject's eyes 101a and

101b has been reduced. By reducing the distance L \ and also requiring that the housing 100c

be thin (i.e., length Z2 is reduced) requires that the optical system 108 operate across a large

field-of-view. Such wide-field-of-view optical systems, e.g., fish-eye lens(es), have large

geometric distortions. By way of example, an on-axis imaging system operating at ±5° may

have geometric distortions less than 1%. However, an optical system operating at ±30° may

have optical distortions of 5 to 10%. Such high distortions can affect the accuracy with

which an iris template matching algorithm can perform matches if one of the iris templates in

the matching was obtained from an uncon ected distorted iris image. As stated earlier, to

correct images with high geometric distortions, one increases the number of points/?; that are

used in the calibration of iris capture device 100 of FIG. 1. The higher the geometric

distortion that must be corrected, the more points p that must be analyzed. However,

distortion due to such wide angle distortion may not be sufficiently correctable using

transformation of a rotation and scaling A and translation vector b, and a more complicated

image correction may be needed, such as that described for example in U.S. Patent No.

7,324,706.

Although head tilt is preferably corrected at iris comparison and at enrollment,

optionally the left and right iris images are not rotated, but the head tilt angle determined

using image(s) of both eyes or a single eye image is recorded with iris template information

in the identification system database at time of enrollment. Upon comparison matching to

other iris templates in a database, the head tilt angle is used to provide iris rotation

information to accelerate matching. For example, at the time of processing of a set of

recognition images, the rotation information may be used to compensate for the difference in

head tilt between the enrollment and recognition images, as in steps 905 and 906 of FIGS.

9A-D. Further, the head tilt angle information is used in order to help detect a spoof

consisting of a fake iris contact as such a fake iris will naturally rotate in the eye, while a real

iris will not.



In addition to identifying a subject, the system may be used for verification of the

identity of a particular subject. For verification, the steps of FIGS. 9A-D are performed, but

with the comparison and matching steps being applied to the iris template(s) of the subject

captured by the iris capture device and the iris template(s) and mask(s) for that particular

subject, such iris templates and their respective mask(s) being selected by processor(s) 113 or

computer system 124 (FIG. 2A) from the database 125 of identification information. The

selection being in accordance with subject information (e.g., badge ID, password, or some

other token) inputted to the user interface or a reader, coupled to the computer system 124,

for the subject to be verified, where the subject information inputted is matched to field(s) in

record(s) stored in the database to access associated, stored iris template(s) and mask(s). If

the comparison yields a match score above a threshold then the particular subject's identify is

confirmed. Optionally if there is no verification match, the software operating on the

processor(s) of the iris capture device or the computer system coupled thereto, shifts the

captured template (equivalent to rotating the image of the iris) through a series of

translations, each time comparing the shifted template to the iris template in the database. If

after shifting the templates one or more times a match is found, then an imposter is detected.

However, depending on the type of comparative matching performed, an additional check

may be performed after a match is found to determine whether the rotational offset required

to arrive at a match is greater than a threshold level to better assure that the subject is indeed

an imposter. The reason for shifting the template in verification is to determine why the iris

matching for verification might not be working when the subject has provided a correct badge

ID, password, or some other token, and avoid having a human, such as a security guard,

intervene to override the system and personal verify the subject's identity, when in fact a

spoof contact lens is being perpetrated. Less preferably, this optional spoof detection for

verification may also take place for identification after each unsuccessful match attempt

between an iris template from the database and the iris template of the captured iris image.

Such is less preferable, since it increases the number of comparison attempts required and

thereby increases the amount of time needed to compare the captured template to each

reference template from the database. Verification and such spoof detection may also be

performed for single iris images after correcting the iris template for head tilt with respect to

the template of the subject in a database. Other spoof detection described earlier for

identification may also be used for verification, such as in connection with FIGS. 7A-B for



the two eye images, and/or detection of a weighted iris spoof contact lens by directing subject

to tilt his or her head.

From the foregoing description, it will be apparent that there have been provided an

improved apparatus and method for an iris imaging and iris identification system using such

apparatus. Variations and modifications in the herein described apparatus, method, and

system in accordance with the invention will undoubtedly suggest themselves to those skilled

in the art. For example, the eyes have been described herein as the eyes of a human subject;

the eyes may be of animals as well, such as horses, for enabling iris identification.

Accordingly, the foregoing description should be taken as illustrative and not in a limiting

sense.



Claims:

1. An apparatus for determining head tilt angle using a single image of one or

both eyes, or two images each of a different eye, of a subject comprising:

at least one sensor for capturing a single image of one or both eyes, or two images

each of a different eye captured by a different one of said sensor, in which a dimension with

respect to pixels in said single image or two images characterizes zero head tilt; and

at least one processor which determines locations of predefined features in the single

image or two images, and determines an angle between a virtual line extending through said

locations of the predefined features and one of said dimension in said single image or two

images associated with zero tilt, or a predetermined tilt condition from said dimension.

2. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said processor rotates one or both

right and left irises captured in said single image or two images to align said predefined

features along one of said dimension or said predetermined tilt condition from said dimension

when said predefined features are substantially non-aligned along said dimension or said

predetermined tilt condition.

3. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said predefined features are two

in number and represent iris or pupil centers of the eyes.

4 . The apparatus according to Claim 3 wherein said processor determines

locations of the predefined feature by determining boundaries of pupil and iris for each of the

eyes viewable in said single image or two images, in which each of said locations of the

predefined features is determinable with respect to said boundaries.

5. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein only one sensor is provided for

capturing a single image of one eye of the subject, and said predefined features are two in

number and represent nasal and temporal canthi.

6. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said processor operates upon said

single image or two images to segment an image of an iris from at least one eye from said



single image or two images, generate an iris template representative of said image of the iris,

and rotate said iris template in accordance with said angle.

7. The apparatus according to Claim 6 wherein the head of the subject is

substantially tilted when said image is captured, and said processor further comprises means

for comparing said rotated iris template with another iris template associated with the subject

to determine another angle at which said rotated iris template and said another iris template

sufficiently matches to indicate a positive correlation, and wherein said another angle when

said match occurs is greater than a threshold said subject represents an imposter.

8. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said at least one sensor is a single

sensor which captures said single image having both eyes of a subject, and said dimension

extends in said single image associated with zero head tilt.

9. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein two different ones of said sensor

are provided for capturing said two images each of a different eye of the subject, in which

each of said two different ones of said sensor are calibrated by said processor along a

common plane to enable locations in said two images of different eyes to be related to

coordinates along said common plane, and said dimension is a dimension along said common

plane associated with zero head tilt.

10. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said predefined features are two

in number and represent the center of the pupil or iris of each of the different eyes of the

subject, and said processor determines an interpupillary distance (IPD) of the subject between

the locations of said predefined features.

11. The apparatus according to Claim 10 further comprising:

a database storing identification data representing iris templates and IPDs of a

plurality of subjects; and

means for identifying the subject by comparing one or more of the generated iris

template with iris templates stored in said database in combination with said determined D

to determine when one said plurality of subjects represents said subject.



12. The apparatus according to Claim 1 further comprising one or more

illumination sources for illuminating the eyes of the subject.

13. The apparatus according to Claim 12 further comprises an optical system for

said at least one sensor for focusing onto the sensor reflected light from one or both eyes

when said one or more eyes are illuminated by said one or more illumination sources.

14. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said processor operates upon said

single image or said two images to extract an image of an iris from at least one eye from said

single image or two images, and rotate said image of the iris in accordance with said angle to

substantially remove head tilt of the subject when present with respect to said at least one

sensor.

15. The apparatus according to Claim 14 wherein said apparatus further

comprises:

a database storing identification data associated with at least iris images of a plurality

of subjects with substantially zero head tilt; and

means for generating identification data for the subject for addition to said

identification data stored in said database utilizing at least the rotated image of the iris.

16. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said processor operates upon said

single or two images to segment one or more of a left iris image and a right iris image from

said single image or two images, rotates each of said segmented one or more of the left iris

image and the right iris image in accordance with said angle, and generates at least one iris

template representative of each of said rotated, segmented one or more of the left iris image

and right iris image, and said apparatus further comprises:

a database storing identification data representing iris templates of a plurality of

subjects; and

means for identifying the subject by comparing the generated iris template with iris

templates stored in said database to determine when one said plurality of subjects represents

said subject.

17. The apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said processor further comprises:



means for determining a distance between the location of said predefined features

associated with each of the different eyes of the subject in said single image or two images,

said predefined feature represent the center of the pupil or iris of each of the different eyes of

the subject; and

means for determining the outer diameter of the left iris and right iris in said single

image or two images; and

means for determining a first ratio of said distance to said outer diameter of the left

iris, and a second ratio of said distance to said outer diameter of the right iris, and for

combining said first and second ratios to provide an IPD-to-iris ratio for the subject.

18. The apparatus according to Claim 17 further comprising:

a database storing identification data representing iris templates and IPD-to-iris ratios

of a plurality of subjects; and

means for identifying the subject by comparing one or more of the generated iris

template with iris templates stored in said database in combination with said determined IPD-

to-iris ratio to determine when one said plurality of subjects represents said subject.

19. An apparatus for capturing images of the eyes of a subject for use in an iris

identification system, said apparatus comprising:

one or two sensor arrays which capture a single image or two images, respectively,

representing the different eyes of a subject captured at or approximately at the same time, in

which when a single image is captured having both eyes of a subject a dimension extends in

said single image associated with zero head tilt, and when two images are captured each

having a different eye of the subject each of said sensor arrays are calibrated along a common

plane to enable locations in images of different eyes of a subject captured by the sensor arrays

to be related to coordinates along said common plane, and a dimension along said common

plane is associated with zero head tilt;

means for determining a location of a predefined feature associated with each of the

different eyes of the subject present in said single image or two images, in which when two

images are captured said location of said predefined feature is determined in each of the

images in coordinates along said common plane;

means for determining an angle between a virtual line extending between the two eyes

of the subject, in which said virtual line extends through said location of the predefined



feature of each of the different eyes of the subject in said single image or two images, and

said dimension associated with zero head tilt along said single image or said common plane,

respectively;

means for segmenting left and right iris images from said single image or two images

of the different eyes of the subject; and

means for rotating said segmented left and right iris image in accordance with said

angle to substantially remove head tilt when present and thereby provide left and right iris

images with substantially zero head tilt.

20. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising a plurality of

illumination sources for illuminating said eyes of the subject when said single image or two

images are captured by said one or two sensor arrays, respectively.

21. The apparatus according to Claim 20 further comprises for each of said one or

two sensor arrays an optical system for focusing onto the sensor array reflected light from

said eyes when said eyes are illuminated.

22. The apparatus according to Claim 19 wherein said means for determining a

location of a predefined feature further comprises:

means for determining boundaries of pupil and iris for each of said different eyes in

said single image or two images, in which said location of the predefined feature associated

with each of the different eyes of the subject present in said single image or two images is

determined with respect to said determined boundaries.

23. The apparatus according to Claim 19 wherein said predefined features

represent the center of pupil or iris.

24. The apparatus according to Claim 19 wherein when two sensor arrays are

present said two sensor arrays are calibrated along said common plane representing a target

form having features imaged by said two sensor arrays to provide two calibration images in

which features on calibration images are calibrated to known coordinates along said target

form to enable locations in images of different eyes of a subject captured by the sensor arrays

to be related to coordinates along said common plane.



25. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising means for

determining a distance between the location of said predefined features associated with each

of the different eyes of the subject in coordinates of said common plane, said predefined

features represent the center of the pupil or iris of each of the different eyes of the subject,

wherein said distance defines an interpupillary distance (IPD) of the subject.

26. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising:

a database storing identification data associated with at least iris images of a plurality

of subjects with substantially zero head tilt; and

means for generating identification data for the subject for addition to said

identification data stored in said database utilizing one or both said left and right iris images

having substantially zero head tilt.

27. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising:

means for generating a left template and a right template representative of said left iris

image and said right iris image, respectively, of the subject having substantially zero head tilt;

a database storing identification data representing the left and right templates

generated from left and right iris images, respectively, of a plurality of subjects with

substantially zero head tilt; and

means for identifying the subject by comparing left template of the subject and each

of the left templates stored in said database to provide for each comparison a score

representative to the amount of match of the left iris, and comparing the right template of the

subject and each of the right templates stored in the database to provide for each comparison

a score representative to the amount of match of the right iris, and determining when one said

plurality of subjects represents said subject in accordance with said score representative of

said left iris and said score representative of said right iris.

28. The apparatus according to Claim 27 wherein means for identifying the

subject further combines said score representative of said left iris and said score

representative of said right iris to provide a composite score, and said combined score is

utilized to determine when one said plurality of subjects represents said subject.



29. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising:

means for generating a left template and a right template representative of said left iris

image and said right iris image, respectively, of the subject having substantially zero head tilt,

and combining said left template and said right template to provide a composite template;

a database storing identification data representing composite templates of left and

right templates generated from left and right iris images, respectively, of a plurality of

subjects with substantially zero head tilt; and

means for identifying the subject by comparing composite template of the subject and

composite templates stored in said database to provide for each comparison a score

representative to the amount of match, and determining when one said plurality of subjects

represents said subject in accordance with said score.

30. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising:

means for generating a composite image of said left and right iris images having

substantially zero head tilt of the subject;

means for generating a template representative of said composite image;

a database storing identification data representing the templates generated from

composite left and right iris images, respectively, of a plurality of subjects with substantially

zero head tilt; and

means for identifying the subject by comparing template of the subject and each of the

templates stored in said database to provide for each comparison a score representative to the

amount of match, and determining when one said plurality of subjects represents said subject

in accordance with said score.

31. The apparatus according to Claim 25 further comprising:

a database storing identification data associated with iris data representative of at least

other left or right iris images of a plurality of subjects with substantially zero head tilt and

IPD of said plurality of subjects; and

means for identifying the subject utilizing one or both said left and right iris images

having substantially zero head tilt and said IPD of the subject in accordance with said

database.



32. The apparatus according to Claim 3 1 wherein said database is partitioned into

different values or ranges of IPD, and said identifying means utilizes said iris data of the

partition in said database having a value or range related to said value representing the IPD of

the subject.

33. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising one or more

processors for enabling said location determining means, angle determining means,

segmenting means, and rotating means.

34. The apparatus according to Claim 33 further comprising:

a housing having at least said one or two sensor arrays, and a plurality of illumination

sources for illuminating the eyes of the subject when said single or two images are captured;

and

a computer system having said processors for receiving said single image of two

imaged captured by said one or two sensor arrays.

35. The apparatus according to Claim 33 further comprising:

a housing having at least said one or two sensor arrays, and a plurality of illumination

sources for illuminating the eyes of the subject when said single or two images are captured;

and

a computer system for receiving said single image of two images captured by said one

or two sensor arrays, wherein said one or more of processors are located in said housing and

one or more other of said processors are located in said computer system.

36. The apparatus according to Claim 33 further comprising a housing having at

least said one or two sensor arrays, and a plurality of illumination sources for illuminating the

eyes of the subject when said single or two images are captured, and said processors.

37. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising:

means for determining a distance between the location of said predefined features

associated with each of the different eyes of the subject in said single image or two images,

said predefined feature represent the center of the pupil (or iris) of each of the different eyes

of the subject; and



means for determining the outer diameter of the left iris and right iris in said single

image or two images; and

means for determining a first ratio of said distance to said outer diameter of the left

iris, and a second ratio of said distance to said outer diameter of the right iris, and for

combining said first and second ratios to provide an EPD-to-iris ratio for the subject.

38. The apparatus according to Claim 37 further comprising:

a database storing identification data associated with iris data representative of at least

other left or right iris images of a plurality of subjects with substantially zero head tilt and

IPD-to-iris ratio of said plurality of subjects; and

means for identifying the subject utilizing one or both said left and right iris images

having substantially zero head tilt and said IPD-to-iris ratio of the subject in accordance with

said database.

39. The apparatus according to Claim 38 wherein said database is partitioned into

different values or ranges of IPD-to-iris ratio, and said identifying means utilizes said iris

data of the partition in said database having a value or range related to said value representing

the IPD-to-iris ratio of the subject.

40. The apparatus according to Claim 38 further comprising means for identifying

a fake iris by performing said location determining means and said angle determining means

two or more times to provide two or more determined angles with respect to different ones of

captured single image or two images, in which the subject blinks or tilts between said

different successive ones of captured single image and two images, in which said iris is fake

when two or more of said two or more determined angles are substantially different from

each other.

4 1. The apparatus according to Claim 19 wherein said segmenting means further

comprises means for determining boundaries of pupil and iris, and location of the upper

eyelid, for each of said different eyes in said single image or two images, in which said

segmented left and right iris images represent the portion of said single image or one of said

two images between the boundaries of the pupil and iris of the left and right eye, respectively,

not occluded by said eyelid, and when the position of the upper eyelid with respect to the iris



in each of said eyes is not substantially the same, said one or two sensor arrays capture

another of the single image or two images and at least said segmenting means is operative

upon said another of the single image or two images.

42. An apparatus according to Claim 19 wherein when only one of said one or two

sensor arrays is present, the sensor array is calibrated along a common plane to enable

locations in images of different eyes of a subject captured by the sensor array to be related to

coordinates along said common plane, and said determining location means is operative upon

the single image for determining a location of a predefined feature associated with each of the

different eyes of the subject present in said single image in coordinates along said common

plane, and said determining angle means determines an angle between a virtual line extending

between the two eyes of the subject, in which said virtual line extends through said location

of the predefined feature of each of the different eyes of the subject in said single image, and

said dimension associated with zero head tilt along said common plane.

43. The apparatus according to Claim 19 further comprising:

means for generating one or more iris images having substantially zero head tilt of the

subject;

means for generating one or more first templates representative of said one or more

iris images;

means inputting subject information and selecting from a database, which stores at

least templates of a plurality of subjects with substantially zero head tilt, one or more second

templates stored in said database associated with said subject information; and

means for verifying the identity of the subject by comparing said one or more first

templates with said one or more second templates to determine a score representative of the

amount of match, and determining when said subject is verified in accordance with said

score.

44. The apparatus according to Claim 43 further comprising:

means for rotating one or more first templates and said one or more second templates

with respect to each other to determine a match between said one or more first templates and

one or more second templates match indicating that said subject is an imposter when said

subject is not verified by said verifying and determining means.



45. A device for capturing images of the eyes of a subject for use in an iris

identification system, said apparatus comprising:

first and second sensors which capture images at or approximately at the same time

different eyes of a subject when each of said different eyes is presented to different ones of

said first and second sensors, in which images captured by said first and second sensors are

calibrated along a common plane to enable locations in images of different eyes of a subject

captured by said first and second sensors to be related to coordinates along said common

plane, and a dimension along said common plane associated with zero head tilt;

means for determining a location of a predefined feature in each of the images of the

different eyes of a subject captured by said first and second sensors at or approximately at the

same time;

means for determining an angle between a virtual line extending with respect to said

location of said predefined feature in each of the images in coordinates along said common

plane, and said dimension along said common plane associated with zero head tilt; and

means for segmenting left and right iris images from said images of the different eyes

of the subject captured by said first and second sensors at or approximately at the same time,

and rotating said segment left and right iris image in accordance with angle to substantially

remove head tilt when present in said images.

46. An method for determining head tilt angle using a single image of one or two

eyes, or two images each of a different eye of a subject comprising the steps of:

capturing a single image of one or two eyes, or two images each of a different eye

facing said one or two sensors;

determining two locations of predefined features in the single image or two images;

and

determining an angle between a virtual line extending through said locations of the

predefined features and one a dimension in said single image or two images associated with

zero tilt or a predetermined tilt condition from said dimension.

47. The method according to Claim 46 further comprising the steps of:

segmenting an image of an iris from at least one eye from said single image or two

images; and



rotating said image of the iris in accordance with said angle.

48. The method according to Claim 46 wherein said predefined features represent

iris or pupil centers in the single image or two images.

49. The method according to Claim 46 wherein only a single image is captured of

one eye of the subject, and said predefined features represent nasal and temporal canthi.

50. The method according to Claim 46 further comprising the steps of:

segmenting an image of an iris from at least one eye from said single image or two

images;

generating an iris template representative of said an image of an iris; and

rotating said iris template in accordance with said angle.

51. A method for acquiring images of the irises of two eyes of a person

comprising the steps of:

capturing a single image or two images using a one or two sensor arrays, respectively,

representing the different eyes of a subject captured at or approximately at the same time, in

which when a single image is captured having both eyes of a subject a dimension extends in

said single image associated with zero head tilt, and when two images are captured each

having a different eye of the subject each of said sensor arrays are calibrated along a common

plane to enable locations in images of different eyes of a subject captured by the sensor arrays

to be related to coordinates along said common plane, and a dimension along said common

plane is associated with zero head tilt;

determining a location of a predefined feature associated with each of the different

eyes of the subject present in said single image or two images, in which when two images are

captured said location of said predefined feature is determined in each of the images in

coordinates along said common plane;

determining an angle between a virtual line extending between the two eyes of the

subject, in which said virtual line extends through said location of the predefined feature of

each of the different eyes of the subject in said single image or two images, and said

dimension associated with zero head tilt along said single image or said common plane,

respectively;



segmenting left and right iris images from said single image or two images of the

different eyes of the subject; and

rotating said segmented left and right iris image in accordance with said angle to

substantially remove head tilt when present in said left and right iris images.

52. A device providing images of the iris of two eyes of a person for use in one of

enrolling or identifying the person in an iris identification system, said device comprising:

one or two sensors for capturing one or two first images having the left eye and of the

right eye of a person captured at or approximately at the same time, wherein each of said one

or two first images represents a two-dimensional array of pixels;

a dimension with respect to pixels in said one or two first images which characterizes

zero head tilt; and

at least one processor, responsive to receiving said one or two first images from said

one or two sensors, segments from said one or two first images a second and third images

representing said right and left irises, respectively, viewable in said one or two first images,

and rotates one or both of said second and third images to align predefined features present in

said captured one or two first images along said dimension when said predefined features are

substantially non-aligned along said dimension.
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